Abstract-The article presents the results of the verbal memory collocations study, functioning in the mass media and Russia, representing the general and ethnospecific patterns of memory representation, the requirements for the macrostructure of the ideographic complex dictionary of verbal memory collocations and the principles of organizing dictionary entries, reflecting poly-aspect information, namely, structural, semantic, pragmatic, and syntagmatic characteristics of collocations. The data for study were selected taking into account statistical parameters from newspaper content of the DWDS Germanlanguage corpus and the Russian-language corpus of the University of Leeds. A complex methodology is used including semasiologically and onomasiologically oriented analysis methods and a comparative method. The study results show that the analyzed groups of collocations in both languages have a similar internal structure and are characterized by asymmetric lexical representation of mnemic processes. They also include verbal and nominal series of collocations; the collocations semantics characterizes the basic elements of the language model of memory -subject, object, process, and localization. Also it reflects the conceptual integration of mental and physical situations; the nomination is based on spatial, subject, and personifying thematic codes; the representation of memory indicates the ambivalence of the axiological relation towards memory in two linguocultures. Ethno-specific characteristics are the following: the degree of semantic differentiation in the nomination of mnemonic processes, the relevance of certain structural and semantic models, thematic codes, the syntagmatic characteristics of collocations, and the activity of keywords in the formation of series. Examples of collocation analysis illustrating the structure of the dictionary entry of the collocation dictionary are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
The scope of the research is connected, on the one hand, with a comparative study of the lexico-semantic representation of the memory phenomenon in German and Russian languages. On the other hand, the tasks implemented within the framework of the project involve the description of language functioning, namely, the study of the words compatibility in a language as a property that reflects the syntagmatic relations in the language. The latest prospect of lexical syntagmatics is the study of collocations which are nonrandom, statistically stable combinations of lexical units (LU) typical for the language or type of texts having a trend to co-occur (E. Byalek, O.L. Biryuk, V.E. Gusev, V.P. Zakharov, M.V. Khokhlova, Ye.V. Yagunova, S. Evert, C. Manning, S. Petrovic, M. Stubbs and others). Collocations reflect the language usage and are commonly found in dictionaries. The research relevance is determined by the strong interest in the problems of memory and the ethno-specific language presentations; by the importance of the development of theoretical and methodological issues of lexical semantics and syntagmatics, corpus lexicography; by poor coverage of the combinatorial phenomenon in ideographic lexicography. The results can be used to solve practical problems of linguodidactics, translation, lexicography, automatic word processing.
II. METHODOLOGY
Methodological bases of the research are ideas: on the reconstructive communicative nature of memory and its relationship with the language [1] [2] [3] [4] ; on the syntactic status and the multilevel structure of LUs meaning [5] . There are works devoted to the linguistic description of certain aspects of memory as a denoter, a fragment of the linguistic picture of the world, a culturally labeled component of the conceptosphere, the manifestation of the linguistic personality, the discursive phenomenon [6] [7] [8] . There are ideas on methods of analysis of the secondary nomination units [8, [9] [10] [11] ; on the compatibility, collocations and principles for making collocation dictionaries [12] [13] [14] [15] .
The research paradigm of collocations includes a number of works from the standpoint of: 1) British contextualism (the meaning of a collocation is investigated empirically through co-textualization; the compatibility is due to regular "mutual expectation" and is determined by semantic factors); 2) semantic-syntactic approach (collocations are semanticsyntactic LUs, characterized by semantic, syntactic and distributive regularity, resulting from the internal properties of words and combinations); 3) "meaning -text" theory (collocations consist of a semantic dominant and a component chosen depending on the dominant and transferred meaning [14] ). The term "collocation" is used as a generic term for nonfree statistically stable word combinations.
The research material was selected from the newspaper content of the German-language corpus "DWDS" and the Russian-language corpus of the University of Leeds (about 600 LUs). The corpus-oriented approach allows using large arrays of language facts and statistical parameters. Despite the active development of methods for extracting collocations (P. Braslavskiy, O.A. Mitrofanova, V.P. Zakharov, S. Atkins, K. Church, S. Evert, F.J. Hausmann, A. Kilgarriff, I.A. Mel'cuk, J. Sinclair) and the emergence of a number of compatibility dictionaries, for example, combinatorial, explanatorycombinatorial, set expressions dictionaries, collocations (O.L. Biryuk, E.G. Borisova, V.YU. Gusev, A.K. Zholkovskiy, E.YU. Kalinina, I.A. Mel'chuk, V.V. Morkovkin, M. Benson, E. Benson, R. Ilton и др.), the question of poly-aspect ideographic representation of collocations for domain area describing remains unsolved. The research determines the structure of verbal memory collocations (VMCs), functioning in Russian and German media; it describes structural, semantic, pragmatic, syntagmatic characteristics of VMCs and defines common and ethnically specific features of memory representation by LU data.
The complex analysis methodology is used to solve the tasks of the project. 1) Let us assume the frequency of co-occurrence and, in part, linear proximity to be important prerequisites for the identification of set expressions.
2) The considered measures of associations (MI, Dice / logDice) indicate the statistical associations between components in VMCs and are based on the correlation between a keyword frequency and a collocation in corpus and the frequency of their co-occurrence.
3) The complex of semasiologically and onomasiologically oriented methods of analysis make it possible to obtain polyaspective information on VMCs (the number of components; the phrase structure; the meaning of case forms of nominal constituents; subjectivity / objectivity; internal / external transitivity; activity of components in the formation of collocation series; correlations invariants of formal and semantic features -structural and semantic models; spheres of identification -thematic codes that mediate object representation and form the basis of specific images and metaphors; pragmatic characteristics of collocations) [4, 9, 10] and to determine the patterns of memory representation through the VMCs in Russian and German.
4) The structure of the VMC vocabulary should reflect the ontologically determined classification of mnemonic processes, and the structure of the dictionary entry should describe structural, semantic, paradigmatic and syntagmatic characteristics of LUs. The dictionary should be lined up as ideographic and have the attributes of a similar dictionary, in which LUs are combined into certain semantic groups and united around the corresponding core-words organized in the alphabetical order. The complex vocabulary of collocations combines linguistic and methodological orientation, demonstrates the consistency of grammatical and semantic cooccurrence, the ways of using collocations, contains sufficient illustrative material, reflects, in addition to the compatibility aspect, other characteristics of units.
5)
A comparative method is used to determine the ethnically specific patterns of memory representation by means of VMCs occurring in the mass media.
III. RESULTS
The analysis of VMCs, functioning in the Russian and German media, makes it possible to reveal the patterns of the lexico-semantic representation of memory in LU data. Let us refer the following to the common characteristics of language representation of the above mentioned phenomenon:
The analyzed groups of the VMCs have a similar internal structure of the organization that corresponds to the allocated basic memory processes (reproduction, storage, imprinting, loss of information in memory and their causation) and are characterized by the asymmetric lexical representation of mnemonic processes and an equally wide memory representation and memory situations.
VMCs form verbal and a large number of nominal series, which indicate the regularity of semantic mapping and the possibility of VMCs modeling by correlating their semantic and structural features and further schematic representation of the invariants of the correlations obtained. The basic elements of the language model of memory are a subject, an object, a process, a localization (source, direction, and final aim).
Formally intransitive LUs prevail among the analyzed Russian-and German-language VMCs. The functions of case forms in the Russian-and German-language VMCs lie, first of all, in pointing at an object or localization.
The conceptual integration of mental and physical situations is relevant for the memory representation through the VMCs, that is, the schematization of ideas of mnemonic situations by their likening to movement or action done to an object.
In this case, the spatial, subject, and personifying thematic codes, which reflect the motivating nomination of the sphere of identification, predominate.
The abstraction of verbal and nominal components meaning is transformed by introducing a fictitious mode. The meaning of the noun becomes more concrete, and the verb becomes more abstract.
VMCs reflect the ambivalence of the axiological attitude to memory in two linguocultures with similar aspects and motives for evaluation (memory is something important, necessary, reliable, delivering pleasant / unpleasant sensations or experiences, disturbing, dangerous, unreliable, intense, uncontrollable, disordered, etc.).
The following specific characteristics of memory representation in two linguocultures are revealed. The German language is characterized by a greater degree of semantic differentiation in the nomination of mnemonic processes.
There is an indication of the nature of the subject, object, process, assessment of an object / situation in semantic structure of VMCs.
The operations of loss and capture of information in memory differ by the degree of lexical representation that shows its importance for the linguoculture of the relevant situations.
VMCs in Russian and German languages differ by the degree of relevance of certain syntagmatic characteristics. For example, subjective VMCs prevail among Russian-language units indicating a predominant interpretation of memory operations as actions / states of the subject or the actions of the objects themselves.
The key words demonstrate different activity in the formation of the VMC series reflecting the significance of the corresponding concepts in the process of memory representation [16] .
Memory representation with the help of Russian is characterized by less frequency of the anatomical thematic code and by a smaller role of somatisms, which name quasiorgans of memory.
There are some examples of the collocation description in two languages, illustrating the analysis and conception of the dictionary entry of the polyaspect ideographic dictionary of VMCs.
sich / jemandem (etw.) ins Gedächtnis hämmern -to hammer into smb's head (exact semantic match -… into smb's memory) 2. analytical combination with a simple structure, nominal component indicates localization; single-subject; intrinsically intransitive; extrinsically transitive; 3. the designated situation: the causation of imprinting information in memory ---"to beat something into someone's head" (the influence of an animate subject (a causer) on a partner subject to initiate the storage of information in memory); mapping: physical sphere (to drive, to beat to hammer into) ⇒ mental sphere (to induce remembering); spatial thematic code (to assimilate remembering to some place / surface): "to influence someone so that he memorizes something, as if someone's memory would be a certain place / surface; and objects of memorization would be some objects that could be possible to hammer or drive into the surface to make sure that these objects remain here forever or for a long period of time"; 2. analytical combination with a simple structure, a nominal component indicates localization; two-subject; intrinsically intransitive; extrinsically intransitive; 3. designated situation: spontaneous, not initiated by the subject loss of information in memory -"sink into oblivion" (actions of animate / inanimate (personified) object of memory operation aimed at achieving a certain place / state); mapping: physical sphere (immerse, drop, come down to some place / state) ⇒ mental sphere (spontaneous loss, disappearance of information in memory); spatial thematic code (identification of oblivion with space): "forgettable objects move themselves, as if they were animated, active, vertically down into some space / place (oblivion), to which there is no access / from which no escape is possible)"; [17] -While the Finnish design was gaining world fame from the very beginning of the 30s, the art of German modernism, which was the beginning of a special, own artistic path, was sinking into oblivion outside of the country of origin. 2. analytical combination with a simple structure; twocomponent; the nominal component has adverbial meaning; two-object; two-subject; intrinsically intransitive; extrinsically transitive; 3. the designated situation: causation of spontaneous reproduction of information in memory; mapping: the physical sphere (to do something in order to get something given or lost back by caring, moving from somewhere) ⇒ the mental sphere (to cause remembering of forgotten information, make it being remembered); spatial thematic code, personification of memory objects: "to influence the object (the content of the memory) in order to force it to move from somewhere to its former place (from oblivion into memory), as if the object were active and independent and could move itself, and oblivion and memory would be some different spaces" [24] [29] -"Until the last soldier is buried, the war won't be over!" -this popular A.V. Suvorov's quotation is well known to the participants of PoiskVezdekhod, a search group from Penza, who have been recovering the names of fallen heroes from oblivion with all their hearts); [31] -He's recovering from oblivion things that time has already begun to cover with its veil. It seemed that these elements of the ancient Cossack culture vanish along with our ancestors -centuries passed and the world changed. But such tireless researchers as the guest of the Kuban News conference hall get out these treasures and give to people again.
So versank Gilgamesch lange Zeit in
Vergessenheit. Die Zeit, 21.12.2005, Nr. 52. [17] -So Gilgamesh had sunk into oblivion for
IV. CONCLUSION
The analysis results indicate the general characteristics of the lexico-semantic representation of memory in Russian and German languages, which are manifested in the internal organization structure of VMCs subsets; in common elements of the language memory model; in the similar semantic schematization of ideas about mnemonic processes and the asymmetry of their lexical representation; in the predominance of spatial, subject, personifying thematic codes as spheres of identification in the nomination; in the presence of VMCs series.
The semantic and syntagmatic VMCs features reflect the characteristics of the memory model elements, and the pragmatic component of VMCs meaning is the ambivalence of axiological attitude to the memory of Russians and Germans.
The revealed differences indicate the importance of storing information in memory for the Russian linguoculture (in addition to the reproduction of information), and loss of information in memory for the German linguoculture; great significance of representation of verbal action categories for the Germans; prevailing interpretation of memory operations as active actions or states of the subject and less importance of quasi-organs of memory in its linguistic representation in the Russian language.
The obtained results of the analysis can be presented in the ideographic complex dictionary of VMCs, whose macrostructure should reflect the ontologically determined classification of mnemonic processes integrating LUs into the semantic groups around the center word in the alphabetical order.
The dictionary entry structure should reflect the structural, semantic, paradigmatic, syntagmatic characteristics of the LUs and contain sufficient material illustrating the given characteristics. Accordingly, the entries can include: information about the keyword and the collocate; structure, transitivity / non-continuity, objectivity / subjectivity of the VMCs and the meaning of the nominal component case form; denoted mnemonic process / state; semantic mapping and the sphere of identification, the transformation of the components meaning abstraction; syntagmatics and paradigmatics of VMCs.
